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HOLBOROUGH : A RETROSPECT
BY R. F. JESSUP, F.S.A.
TIIE conspicuous spur on the slope of the chalk downs behind the
unattractive village o f Snodland is known locally as " Holborough
Knob" or more simply as "The Knob," the barrowl from which the
hamlet of Holborough derives its name being situated on its eastern
flank. Although the barrow has been known to antiquarians since the
days of Elizabeth and its bibliography is quite extensive, no account
of i t has yet appeared i n our Journal. T h e following notes may
therefore be of interest: they were made after a fruitless visit to try
to locate the find-spot of Roman pottery and iron-work said to have
been found there recently. W e make no apology for including extracts
and reproductions of illustrations from an account of an excavation
of the mound which took place i n the heyday o f social-romantic
archmology just over a century ago.
With its high conical shape, steep sides, and flattened top, the
mound has the characteristic profile of a Roman barrow,2 and such
relics as were obtained from it by accident and by its rather unhandy
excavation support that date. There is also strong topographical
confirmation of Roman date. I t lies less than a mile from a Roman
villa, the walls and pavement of which have from time to time been
uncovered on the banks of the Medway near Snodland church and particularly on the site of the gas-works, from which have been obtained
1 Map references K e n t , 6-inch sheet X X X I , N.W. ; 1-inch sheet War Edition
116 grid 140814.
2 G. C. Dunning and R. F. Jessup, " R o m a n Barrows," Antiquity, March,
1936, pp. 37-53.
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pottery and a scatter of coins dating from the late first to the late third
centuries, a notable bronze buckle-plate decorated w i t h portrait
medallions and inlaid with niello, and an unusual terra-cotta mask
which was probably an architectural ornament from a building of some
pretensions.' A n equally short distance northward is a Roman road;
for the "Old Road "—that prehistoric route along the Downs—provides
evidence of burials along its course at Cuxton and Upper Hailing to
show that this part of it at least was still in use in Roman times.
The barrow is now about 18 feet in height and almost 100 feet in
maximum diameter. N o surrounding ditch is visible either on the
ground or in an air photograph. I t lies a little below the 150-foot
contour, and like the majority of known Roman barrows, it is not on
the sky-line although i t must have been a far-seen landmark from
the vale of Maidstone before regenerated scrub invaded the lower slopes
of the downs. T h e collapsed and silted trench of an early excavation
together with the tip piled along its edges and spread over the top
of the mound are still clearly visible, otherwise apart from a light
growth of wayfaring tree and thorn and a little damage from rabbits,
the barrow is in fair condition. O n its western side it is approached
very closely by the tram-line of the large chalk quarry which is gradually
destroying Holborough Knob, and if a further extension of the quarry
is made in that direction the barrow will be in immediate danger of
destruction. T h e nature of the site is fortunately recognized by the
landowners, the Associated Portland Cement Manufacturers Ltd.,
who would not permit its unwarranted removal.
The barrow was first brought to notice as long ago as 1576 by
William Lambarde, the famous Kentish topographer. " A s touching
that Holboroe (or rather Holanbergh)," he writes,2 " i t lieth in Snodland
. . . and tooke the name of beorb, or the Hill of buriall, standing over
i t : i n throwing downe a part whereof (for the use of the chalke) my
late Neighbour, Maister Tylghman,3 discovered i n the very Centre
thereof Urnatm cineribus plenam, an earthen pot filled with ashes, an
assured token of a Romano Monument." I t is not very often that
Lambarde goes out of his way to describe field antiquities, and the
reason here must be that as he lived for some time at Lower Halling
scarcely two miles away from Holborough, he was probably familiar
at first hand with details of the discovery. Nothing further is likely
to be known of this early accidental find, but we may accept the story
without reserve.
I t was almost three hundred years later that Holborough was
1References are collected i n V. 0 . H. Kent, I I I (1932), p. 124.
' W . Lambarde, The Perambulation of Kent, 1570 (1640 ed.), p. 445. H e n c e
Hasted, History of Kent (8v0 ed.), r y (1798), p. 464.
a The Tylghraans owned Holloway Court and other property i n Snodland.
The Maister Tylghman concerned m a y have been t h e son o f t h a t William
Tylghman who died in 1541 and to whom there is a brass in Snodland Church.
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made a Roman holiday. I n 1843 the British Archeological Association, fostered by those zealous antiquaries Charles Roach Smith and
Thomas Wright, held its first Congress a t Canterbury under the
distinguished Presidency o f Lord Albert Conyngham, afterwards
Lord Londesborough. F o r the edification o f the Congress several
Saxon barrows had been opened on the President's estate at Bourne
Park near Canterbury, and as i n those days barrows could nearly
always be relied upon for antiquarian entertainment, then i t may
have been that plans were made for the turning over of Holborough.
At any rate in the following summer Wright and his noble patron
came to stay at The Friars at Aylesford, where they gathered round
them the persons proper to attend upon the digging o f a barrow,
namely the local clergy, their ladies, an Oxford undergraduate, Aretas
Akers by name, and a dozen labourers. W r i g h t thus describes their
progressl :
" I t was the labour of four long days to cut entirely through the
barrow; b u t we who were not absolutely diggers contrived to pass
our time to the full satisfaction of all the party. W e had hired one
of the boats which are used in this part of the country for carrying the
amateur toxophilites along the Medway to their archery meetings ;
and each morning after an early breakfast we were rowed down the
river, which is here picturesque and singularly tortuous, to the place
of landing. A plentiful supply of provisions had been procured for

picnicing on the hill and we remained by the barrow all day, watching
and directing operations."
The barrow was at that time about 20 feet high from the natural
chalk, its diameter was some 93 feet, and the circumference which was
(and is) difficult to determine adjudged to be rather more than 200 feet.
Wright i n A r c h . Journ., I (1844), p . 262, a n d Gentleman's Magazine,
December, 1852, pp. 568-71, and Wanderings of an Antiquary (1854), pp. 186-189.
George Payne, dollectanea Cantiana (1893), p. 136.
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The method of excavation was to dig a long irregular trench 5 to 7 feet
wide through the centre of the mound down to the natural chalk.
As the work went on, confesses Wright, " . . . we contrived to
pass our time, at intervals between digging and picnicing in games of
various descriptions—not exactly such as those which the builders of
the mound celebrated when they laid the deceased• on his funeral pile—
and other amusements." T h e care o f the ladies was, of course, an
important duty in such an expedition. A t much the same time during
one of Payne's mudlarks to secure Roman pots from Otterham Creek
near Sittingbourne, for instance, they were entertained during the
business with "anecdotes of past experiences" and "songs from one
of Planche's extravaganzas." A u t r e temps autres moeurs, but we can
at least be grateful for this vignette which includes not only Wright
himself, but also that gravely learned Clerk, Lambert Larking, the
first Secretary of our Society.
The results of the excavation may be quickly summarized. There
were two or three fragments of pottery, not described further, in the
body of the barrow. A platform had first been out in the chalk and
covered with a smooth artificial floor of fine earth 4 inches in thickness.
Upon this was a deposit of ashes "not less than 20 feet in diameter"
which yielded a considerable number of very long nails, a few pieces
of Roman pottery "which had evidently experienced action of fire,"
and part o f what is described as a Roman brooch. There is no
mention of complete pots, or of the funeral deposit which must have
been by cremation, but as the excavator regretfully notes, the examination was brought to a premature end by the sudden collapse of the
trench, wherefrom one of the workman escaped narrowly with his life.
The party were indeed fortunate that the unsupported sides of the
20-foot deep trench had not caved in earlier while they were all crouched
in it, umbrellas up testudo-fashion, sheltering from the rain.
The relics, which perhaps went into the noted cabinet of Lord
Londesborough, have long since disappeared. T h e long nails were
very probably from a wooden box in which the funeral deposit was
placed: such boxes or cists are commonly found in Roman barrows.
Wright was quite competent to identify Roman pottery and a Roman
brooch, and we may accept Lambarde's account of the cinerary urn
which would also fit into the picture. These items considered together
with the topographical evidence we have already noted can leave no
reasonable doubt that the barrow was o f Roman date, though its
precise chronology in that period cannot now be determined. O t h e r
barrows of the same period may be seen in Kent at Gorsley Wood,
Bishopsbourne ; Nash Court Park, Boughton-under-Blean ; Shepherdswell, and Stowting, and the sites of some six others are also known.
From a study o f their contents and geographical distribution i n
Britain and the Continent, these imposing conical mounds are now
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generally recognized to be the burial places of well-to-do Romanized
Britons or of wealthy merchants from Belgic Gaul who participated in
the intensive commercial development of south-eastern Britain during
the first half of the second century. I f such a man were buried at
Holborough, his house can scarcely be other than that villa we have
mentioned.

